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Portico Advisers
Since its founding in 2016, Portico Advisers has served as a trusted partner to
entrepreneurs and investors active in dynamic — and often overlooked —
geographies, sectors, and market segments.
Portico specializes in the hard case, seeking out visionaries who operate in the
seams where capital is scarce. We build long-term relationships with missiondriven founders who share our commitment to ethical business practices and
inclusive growth.
porticoadvisers.com
Download and listen to the Portico Podcast on
Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, Spotify,
or at porticoadvisers.com/perspectives.
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Introduction
It has been a while since Portico has released a research study.
In large measure, this is due to the nature of private markets — the industry cycle
moves slowly, and the trends tend to be durable.
However, over the last year, numerous developments have shaped the strategic
environment in which fund managers and investors are operating, and those
developments require industry participants to take action now.
So, what are the most important dynamics shaping the global private markets
industry today?
We would highlight four:
1. Primary fundraising is extremely challenging
2. Consolidation is transforming the strategic landscape
3. The difficult macro environment is necessitating novel liquidity
solutions
4. Crypto is emerging as an institutional asset class
These four dynamics present urgent and existential risks to fund managers, and
they demand immediate action.
Get moving.
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1 / Primary fundraising is extremely
challenging
When Portico opened its doors six years ago, two foundational trends were
abundantly clear:
1. Capital was concentrating in fewer, larger firms, and
2. The outlook for emerging market (EM) funds was dour, indeed.
The fundraising landscape has only gotten more challenging, with most capital
flowing to North America and funds greater than $1B in size (see Exhibit 1).
To wit, annual fundraising flows in North America grew by $300B between 2016
and 2021, increasing the region’s share of global fundraising from 51% to 62%.
The volume of funds going to Asia and the “Rest of World” category (RoW)
declined by $65B (28%).1
Funds greater than $1B in size also attracted an incremental $300B in annual
flows, increasing their market share from 56% to 66%, while fundraising for
vehicles less than $500M in size declined by $23B (9%).

Exhibit 1 | Capital continues to concentrate in large, North American funds

Since 2018 there has been a dramatic step-up in the duration of fundraising
campaigns in Africa, Central & Eastern Europe, Latin America, and South &
Southeast Asia.

1

Pitchbook.
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In these geographies, managers can expect to spend two to four years on the
road before reaching a final close (see Exhibit 2).
The extension of timetables can’t be explained solely by Covid-19, as the
campaigns for North American funds increased negligibly: from an average of 15
months to 17.

Exhibit 2 | Fundraising timetables are extending

LP appetite for funds in
the broader EM complex
is de minimis.

Our conversations with investors suggest LP appetite for funds in the broader EM
complex is de minimis.
‘Sub-scale’ vehicles (i.e., < $500M) in North America and Western Europe are
becoming a heavier lift as well — even for established firms with competitive track
records.
More generally, LPs have been slogging through a backlog of re-ups from existing
managers, limiting their appetite and bandwidth for new relationships.
Looking ahead, the ‘denominator effect’ is likely to reduce fund commitments
over the medium term as LPs seek to hit their target allocations over time and
offset the discounts they face in secondary markets.

The feast-or-famine
fundraising environment
we described six years
ago is getting harsher.

Alas, the feast-or-famine fundraising environment we described six years ago is
getting harsher.
And this is happening at a time when the competitive landscape is growing in
intensity — more than 7,500 funds were in the market last month, up from
roughly 3,000 at the end of 2016.2
Primary fundraising is not impossible, but the pressures on managers operating
in complex markets — or simply offering sub-$500M funds — are immense.

2

Preqin.
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You need to stand out
and stand apart with a
clear edge and a
compelling story.

Success requires an uncommon degree of grit, a clear elucidation of one’s
differentiation, and an investment in educating LPs on one’s opportunity set.
You need to stand out and stand apart with a clear edge and a compelling story.
Given this backdrop, we have revised and updated our Insider’s Guide to Raising a
Fund: The Art of the Pitchbook, and are now making it available *for free*.

As one LP put it to us, “Portico is kind of giving away the house with this.”
Visit porticoadvisers.com/pitchbook to grab your copy.
And if you already have a deck, engage us for an in-depth pitchbook review.
We bring a fresh set of eyes and provide “invaluable” feedback — if it saves you
one month of time on the road, the exercise pays for itself.
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2 / Consolidation is transforming the
strategic landscape
Scale matters.
Large asset managers are using M&A to marry differentiated strategies and
geographic reach with their strengths in distribution. This is exacerbating the
fundraising pressures besetting sub-scale managers and creating existential
franchise risk.

It is hard to overstate just
how urgently firms should
be exploring M&A and

It is hard to overstate just how urgently firms should be exploring M&A and joint
ventures as a means of survival. Some prevalent strategies:
•

Sell to a private markets firm — Consider Apollo’s acquisition of minority
stakes in two premier specialist firms that could continue to raise standalone funds: Motive Partners (fintech) and Sofinnova Partners (life
sciences). Or, consider EQT’s acquisition of Baring Asia — which has raised
$11 billion for its eighth flagship fund (Fund VII was $6.5B) — and LSP (life
sciences).

•

Sell to a traditional asset manager — Enable or extend the private markets
capabilities of public markets-oriented firms. Examples include T. Rowe
Price’s acquisition of Oak Hill Advisors and Franklin Templeton’s acquisition
of Lexington Partners.

•

Combine with another manager — Increase scale and strengthen your
competitive positioning with a peer that offers geographic reach or
complementary capabilities. One example is Patria’s combination with
Chile’s Moneda Asset Management (discussed here).

joint ventures as a
means of survival.

Exhibit 3 | Representative transactions of prevalent M&A strategies

acquires up to
24.9% of

acquires a
minority stake in

acquires

acquires

for a total
consideration of €6.8B

for an upfront
consideration of €450M

acquires 100% of

acquires 100% of

acquires 100% of

combines with

for a total consideration
of up to $4.2B

for a total consideration
of up to $1.75B

for an upfront
consideration of $750M

for an upfront
consideration of $315M

Source: Firm websites, press releases, and reporting.
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According to Piper Sandler, there have been 288 acquisitions of alternative assets
firms since 2018 (see Exhibit 4). Over that period, an average of 29 private equity
firm acquisitions have taken place each year, with minority stake deals
accounting for roughly 45% of activity in 2021.3
Exhibit 4 | M&A activity regained strength post-Covid

If you’re a fund manager, you really need to grapple with two questions:

There are large asset
managers that will poach
your best dealmakers
and leave you in a lurch.

•

Does your firm still have product-market fit, or are you selling a product
the market’s no longer buying?

•

How would M&A, a JV, or a strategic partnership improve your firm’s
fundraising prospects and rerate its equity value?

Your ability to retain talent hinges on your ability to raise capital.
There are large asset managers that will poach your best dealmakers to bolster
their capacities in a given geography or vertical, and leave you in a lurch.
The clock is ticking.

3

Piper Sandler.
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3 / Difficult macro backdrop calls for novel
liquidity solutions
Inflation, rising rates, energy, and geopolitics are leading to increased uncertainty
and a slowdown in exits.
Strong firms are embracing creative strategies to generate distributions. One of
the primary ways they’re doing so is via secondaries. According to Lazard, the
volume of GP-led secondaries grew from $7B to $63B between 2016 and 2021.
Though GP-leds have been concentrated in North American buyouts, there is
substantial room for managers operating growth & VC strategies — as well as
those active in other geographies — to harness secondaries (see Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 5 | GPs are embracing secondaries to drive distributions

Continuation funds — whether single- or multi-asset — have emerged as the
predominant choice for sponsor-led secondaries, though tender offers, strip
sales, and preferred equity deals remain viable.

If you’re a fund manager,
you should be scouring
your portfolio to identify
candidates for a novel
liquidity solution.

While only 20% of GP-led secondaries included a primary staple last year, the
ability to distribute capital is becoming ever more important given the
grueling landscape for primary fundraising.4
If you’re a fund manager, you should be scouring your portfolio to identify
potential candidates for a novel liquidity solution — especially if you are in a
fundraising campaign or embarking on one soon.

4

Lazard.
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4 / Crypto can’t be ignored
Despite price volatility, regulatory uncertainty, a profusion of poorly written code,
and an astonishingly vast number of scams and scumbags, crypto is emerging as
an institutional asset class.
It is sensible to be skeptical.
You definitely should *not* go buy a bunch of tokens after reading this.

This will be the decade of
digital assets; crypto
provides new rails /
primitives for
transformational
business model
innovation.

Nevertheless, Portico believes this will be the decade of digital assets, and that
crypto provides new rails / primitives for transformational business model
innovation.
The value of equity rounds and M&A activity in the sector has exploded, reaching
nearly $90B in total in 2021.5
LPs have taken notice: crypto-focused funds raised ~$19B in 2021, coming within
a whisker of the $20B that all private markets strategies raised for the ‘RoW’
geographies.6

Exhibit 6 | Recent fundraises demonstrate healthy LP appetite for crypto
Crypto funds ca pita l ra ised
($B)
$4.5

$2.5

$0.5

$0.7

Variant

Dragonfly

$1.3

$1.5

Pantera

Haun

Paradigm

a16z

Source: Firm websites, press releases, and reporting.

Unsurprisingly, large incumbents, such as Apollo, Bain, Blackstone, and KKR are
building knowledge and capabilities in the space to meet LP demand and seize
early-mover advantage (see Exhibit 7).
Just this month, KKR announced that it is tokenizing interests in its Health Care
Strategic Growth Fund II on the Avalanche chain.

5
6

PwC.
Dove Metrics, Pitchbook.
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Exhibit 7 | Incumbents are rapidly developing crypto capabilities
•

hires Head of Digital Assets from JPMorgan (Apr ‘22)

•

appoints Senior Advisor for digital assets (Aug ‘22)

•
•
•
•

launches $560M crypto fund (Mar ‘22)
tokenizes class of shares for its Global Private Assets fund (Mar ‘22)
leads $350M round in Anchorage (Dec ‘21); tokenizes health care fund (Sep ‘22)
starts developing crypto growth investing business line (Nov ‘21)

Source: Firm websites, press releases, and reporting.

Admittedly, some investors have been too credulous, moved too quickly, and
made embarrassing and costly decisions (e.g., CDPQ and Celsius, Galaxy Digital
Holdings and Terra / Luna). These are cautionary tales, indeed.
Crypto is the Wild West, but it is the largest ‘emerging’ market that we see.
If you’re not developing knowledge or recruiting talent in the space, why not?
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Take Action!
What is to be done?
Four suggestions:
•

Invest in LP education, differentiation, and the institutionalization of
your firm

•

Explore JVs and M&A opportunities

•

Identify creative ways to generate distributions

•

Develop knowledge on crypto and recruit talent in the space

Portico can help.
Let’s talk.
mike@porticoadvisers.com
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Contact us
What is your biggest pain point?

Michael Casey
Founder & Managing Director
E: mike@porticoadvisers.com
O: +1 202 657 6736
W: porticoadvisers.com
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